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Abstract
 This presentation will introduce key concepts for multisensor 

fusion within an architecture that dynamically regulates the 
fusion process taking into account the performance of the 
sensors and contextual information

 Real-time detection, tracking, recognition and activity 
understanding of moving objects from multiple sensors 
represent fundamental issues to be solved in order to 
develop surveillance systems that are able to monitor wide 
and complex maritime environments, to recognize potential 
threat situations and to prevent undesired piracy acts. 
 Central role of data fusion
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The DAFNE project
 DAFNE (Distributed and Adaptive 

multisensor FusioN Engine) 

 “Defence R&T Joint Investment 
Programme on Force Protection”, 
call  “Data Analysis, including Data 
Fusion from various Sources”, 
European Defence Agency (EDA)
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 Enhance situational awareness and aid command & control 
during the military operations (in urban environment).
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DAFNE project

 Distributed 
architecture

 Fusion (and selection) of multiple heterogeneous sensors from 
different platforms

 EO
 IR
 SAR
 HUMINT



DAFNE goals

 Extended sensor coverage (JDL Level 0). This depends on the number of 
sensors, their characteristics, their placement, operation conditions etc. The 
fusion engine is able to exploit all incoming data and provide maximum 
coverage possible based on the variables mentioned above.

 Improved accuracy in detection, identification (classification/recognition), 
and tracking of entities in a urban scenario (JDL Level 1,2). 

 Improved reliability of estimates with respect to a single sensor through 
adaptive resource management (sensors, algorithms) for fusion process 
refinement (JDL Level 4). Dynamic sensors selection and weighting allows to 
refine the fusion process and enhance the reliability of the estimates 
depending on the environment conditions and sensors’ state.

 Reduced False Alarm Rate with respect to a single sensor in a urban 
scenario. 
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Architecture
 Modular -> easily extendable
 “Distributed” -> one module one platform

 Outputs of a module can be fed to another
 Different architecture schemes (hierarchical, fully distributed, etc) 

possible
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Architecture (2)
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 Each DAFNE node composed by several modules
 Communication among modules using the central DB
 The computation of each node can be distributed on different machines 
 Resource Management Algorithms 



Sensor Management



Sensor Management
Objectives:

Optimization of the fusion process by:

 Task 1 : Development of techniques for optimal sensors (subset of 
sensors) selection

 Task 2 : Optimization schemes from contextual information.

 Task 3 : Learning capabilities to adjust optimization schemes according 
to the current situation and historical data.
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Paradigm for Sensor Management
 Full potential of multi-sensor data fusion 

systems cannot be achieved without a proper 
paradigm for sensor management

 A holistic and principled approach still 
unexplored

 The chart schematizes a general sensor 
management process that could be used to 
guide the design of a sensor management 
module

 Full RM process very difficult to 
design/implement

N. Xiong, P. Svensson, «Multi-sensor management for 
information fusion: issues and approaches», Information 
Fusion, 2002



Sensor Management in DAFNE
 Resource Management Module 

(RMM) assesses the quality of 
sensor measurements before fusion

 Objective: refine and optimize the 
fusion process according to the 
current state of the observed 
environment and the reliability of 
the sources

 Sensor selection for improving 
tracking and classification 
accuracy



Sensor Management in DAFNE (2)
 the scope of the RMM in the DAFNE project 

could be considered “Resource Planning”

 Good starting point
 Not dependent on sensors details (lower 

levels)
 Not necessary to implement a parser for 

mission orders (higher levels)



RMM
Logical architecture



Logical architecture
 RMM conceived as an 

external module to the 
fusion engine

 refinement algorithms 
are not directly 
embedded into the fusion 
algorithms
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Logical architecture (2)
 Advantages:

 From an architectural point of view, an external module better couches 
additions and modifications.

 Theoretically, a full fledged RM module could be implemented
 The whole module can be switched on and off
 Knowledge of the internals of the fusion engine not needed 
 Architecture intrinsically simpler, easier to maintain and more robust
 The computation can be distributed and be asynchronous

 Disadvantages:
 The RMM has no access to the internals of the fusion engine and cannot 

interact with the fusion process directly 
 Processing speed is reduced as communication between the RMM and 

the fusion engine has to take place.



RMM
Data flow



Data flow
 The module receives observations from 

sensors and contextual information as inputs 

 Contextual filtering step (esp. tracking)

 Sensor models are used to derive utility 
values from observations 

 A subset of all the measurements is selected 
and passed to the fusion engine that will 
generate the new estimate

 This loop is repeated for each collection of 
new observations received by the sensors



Common reference space
 Observations are commonly produced 

by sensors in their local coordinates 
space

 Must be transferred into a common 
reference framework for fusion 
purposes

 Conversion takes place before input is provided to the RMM



Contextual filtering
 Observations can be severely disrupted by 

contextual factors (occlusions, unfavourable 
weather conditions, reflections, etc.)

 The pre-filtering step exploits contextual 
information as a means to filter erroneous 
observations

 Task dedicated to optimization via 
contextual knowledge



Pruning vs Discounting
 Utility could be set via pruning or discounting

 Pruning: discard the sensors that give 
measurements not compatible with contextual 
information (utility in {0,1})

 Discounting: measurements are weighted a 
reliability factor given by context analysis (utility 
in [0,1])

 Both techniques have been considered and are 
being experimented



Sensor models
 A sensor model can initially be built for each source 

considering available scenario information and sensor 
specifics

 The sensor model is an abstraction of the physical 
sensing process, whose purpose is to describe how the 
sensors obtains the data and its ability in extracting 
information from the environment it is deployed in

 Sensor models (should) provide a quantitative ability to analyse sensor 
performance, allowing capabilities to be estimated a priori

 In the DAFNE system, the RMM will maintain sensor models by modelling them 
via likelihood functions



Utility
 The calculation of a dynamic utility value for each source is the core of the 

RMM module. Utility values are assigned by the RMM to each data source as 
scalar real numbers for each time instant

 These numbers encode the informative gain that each source could provide 
to the fusion engine

 Utilities are dynamic in the sense that the RMM assigns a new utility value to 
a source whenever a new measurement comes from it

 Utility values are provided both for tracking and classification. This means 
that a sensor providing both tracking and classification data is evaluated for 
both tasks

 Several techniques have been implemented and their capabilities will be 
assessed during the performance evaluation stage of the project



Sensor selection 
for 

Tracking



Sensor selection for tracking
 Sensor Fusion or Sensor Selection?
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 One or more sensors can 
be working in non-optimal 
conditions due to target’s 
position, enviromental 
conditions, 

 Fusion of sensor subset 
can be more ‘effective’
than the fusion of the 
entire sensor pool



Sensor selection for tracking (2)
 The problem of estimating the convenience of 

fusing all the observations, or a (possibly 
weighted) subset of them is here referred to 
as sensor selection

 How to find the most convenient set of 
observations?

 Utility of an observation can differ if put into 
relation with different objects



Sensor selection for tracking (3)
 The following techniques for utility assessment have been 

considered:

 Discounting:
 Likelihood functions 

 Pruning:
 Covariance controller
 Sensor consensus
 Minimization of conditional entropy



Likelihood functions (discounting)
 A key element for estimating how a sensor obtains data and its ability in 

extracting information from the environment

 Plays a pivotal role in filtering algorithms for target tracking that follow the 
Bayesian formalism

 A likelihood p(z|x) is a function of both z and x, where z is the observed 
measurement and x is the state to be estimated

 For each measurement z received by a given sensor, the RMM compares the 
variance of the likelihood maintained by its own for the position z to the 
fixed variance used by the engine. The ratio between the two is used as 
utility value to be communicated to the engine.



Covariance controller (pruning)
 The covariance controller, very often coupled with a Kalman filter, finds a 

sensor subset for each target to meet a desired covariance level in target 
tracking

 The covariance spread can indicate the amount of information lost on a 
certain target in a certain state after a given measurement, highlighting the 
uncertainty bound to a specific observation and to a target estimate

 The major drawback of this approach is that it requires an a priori defined 
threshold on the maximum allowed covariance



Sensor consensus
 The selected set of sensors has the aim of maximizing the team consensus.

 This can be explained as the estimate which maximizes the joint posterior 
density 
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Conditional entropy
 Minimization of conditional entropy

 Maximizing the mutual information, in order to have the maximum exchange 
of information between the two random variables (i.e. posterior at t-1 and 
posterior at t), is equivalent to minimizing the conditional entropy H(x|z)

 Selection strategy: the most informative subset of observations is the set 
that minimizes the entropy of the posterior



Conditional entropy (2)
 Example of posterior evaluation with three sensors observations

{s1} {s2} {s3} 

{s1,s2} {s1,s3} {s2,s3} {s1,s2,s3} 



Conditional entropy (3)
Distribution Entropy value

Prior 4.16

Posterior - Sensor 1 3.48

Posterior - Sensor 2 3.48

Posterior - Sensor 3 3.77

Posterior - Sensor 1 and 2 3.09

Posterior - Sensor 1 and 3 3.27

Posterior - Sensor 2 and 2 3.28

Posterior - Sensor 1, 2 and 3 3.34

 Entropy of different distributions. The 
prior in the first line is improved by 
posteriors obtained by including the 
measurements from the possible 
sensor sets.

 In the Table the set comprising 
sensor 1 and 2 achieves the lowest 
entropy



Tracking: Summary
 The sensor selection approach presented in this section assesses the quality 

of measurements dynamically online by taking into consideration: 
 1) the current state of observed targets 
 2) the information gain provided by each measurement or sets thereof 

 The RMM dynamically suggests optimal subsets of all available sensors in 
order to improve tracking performance 

 Different approaches implemented and being experimented, in particular:
 Likelihood function
 Conditional entropy minimization



Sensor selection 
for 

Classification



Sensor selection for classification
 Likelihood and confusion matrices
 Information theory based method
 Performance based

 Precision and Recall
 F-score as weight



Confusion matrix
 The confusion matrix can be computed for each sensor as a function of the 

noise, classification output, and number of classes involved

 Each cell Ci,j of the confusion matrix represents the number of misclassified 
objects belonging to the i-th class that are labelled as belonging to class j



Likelihood matrix
 The so called likelihood matrix is computed for each sensor as the output of 

the classification module. It differs from the confusion matrix because the 
values stored in the matrix entries are the probability of an object class being 
correctly classified

 It can be used to actively model the performance of each classifier and to 
influence the final decision class



 Assuming that there is a message Y that is sent through a communication 
channel, and is received as X, we would like to decode the received value X, 
and recover the correct Y so that Y’=g(X).

 The error of predicting target variable Y from input X is bounded by two 
inequalities, namely Fano’s and Hellman-Raviv’s 

 The minimization of the upper bound of Bayes error rate is also called 
conditional entropy (CE) criterion, as it is based on the conditional entropy

Information theory rationale



Information theory based method
 Like as per the tracking case, the Conditional Entropy criterion finds the 

optimal product approximation relevant to each classifier set by minimizing 
the conditional entropy, and then selects the set of classifiers having the 
smallest CE among all the classifier sets

 Computational complexity is the main disadvantage



Precision and Recall
 The precision  of a classifier h is defined as the probability that all the items 

{x1,…xk} in the training set, that are labelled as belonging to class w=+1
actually belong to that class

 The recall  of h is defined as the probability that the items belonging to 
class w=+1 are labelled by the classifier h as belonging to that class

 Without losing generality, we are considering a binary classifier. To convert 
a non-binary problem into a binary one, the “one-versus-all” technique is 
used



Precision, Recall and F-score
 Usually the two measures are compared considering a fixed value for both, 

or combined into a single formula, such as the F-score, which is a weighted 
one-dimensional indicator of the two

 We can also express the F-score in terms of False Positives, True Positives, 
True Negatives and False Negatives (stored in the confusion matrix)

 In order to maximize the F-score, and thus have the best balance between 
precision and recall, we minimize               in the denominator.



F-score as a weight
 For the calculus of the utility when classifying, in this case we will exploit the 

confusion matrix of each sensor.
 In particular, we have that the utility u relative to the i-th sensor can be set 

as



F-score: advantages

 The measure is based on the precision and recall scores of each individual 
classifier and has the following advantages:
 it provides a way to rank the performance of each sensor;
 it maintains concisely the history of the performance of each classifier;
 it evaluates classifiers independently of its nature, thus allowing the 

transparent integration of heterogeneous classifiers;
 it handles explicitly asymmetric samples distributions;
 it is a fast performance indicator.



Classification: Summary
 Two methods have been proposed to select sensors by classification results, 

respectively Information Theory and performance assessment approaches.

 Information Theory is well formally grounded, allowing us to construct an 
exhaustive IT-based selection function that minimizes the entropy among 
two distributions. Another advantage is the generality of the approach that 
can be applied to classification problems without considering the specific 
classification technique used.
 Drawback: computationally expensive.

 Precision/recall method: it maintains concisely the history of the 
performance of each classifier, and it evaluates very fast the classifiers 
independently of their nature. Moreover, it handles explicitly asymmetric 
samples distributions.
 Drawback: theory is novel.



Part I: Summary
 Presented an architecture for a Resource Management Module (RMM) that is 

being developed as part of a multi-sensor fusion engine

 Described the overall concept of an optimization process for tracking and 
classification that works as a selection stage before the actual fusion takes 
place by pruning/discounting them according to contextual information and 
by estimating the information gain they could bring to the fused state 
estimate. 

 Tracking and classification are handled separately and techniques based on 
likelihood estimation and information theory have been implemented and 
are being experimented
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PART II
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Exploiting sensor quality 
for heterogeneous multi-

sensor fusion



Objective

 Present a novel fusion framework for combining the data coming from 
multiple and possibly heterogeneous sensors observing a surveillance 
area

 Multi-sensor
 to extend coverage of areas
 to provide redundant data to improve performance and robustness

 Fusing sensors… trying to avoid the  “garbage in → garbage out” pathological 
case
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Multi-sensor surveillance

 Target’s trajectory can be used to infer behavior
 Multiple (heterogeneous) sensors for wide area coverage



Logical architecture
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Image -> Map projection
 Classic approach

Projection of the point (xg,yg) representing the target via
homographic transformation to the top-view map plane



Image -> Map projection (2)
 Proposed approach

Projection of a Gaussian distribution approximating the likelihood map within 
the search region on the image plane



Three main steps

 Classifier ensemble to detect and
track objects. Heterogeneous features
to achieve robust tracking performance.

 The most probable object positions
with their likelihood functions are 
projected to the top-view map.

 Likelihood functions are fused in a
posterior estimate of the position of
the target on the map plane.
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Tracking and classification

 Tracking via classification:
a set of classifiers at time t+1
searches for the object learnt
at time t

 Classifier ensemble - combination
 M classifiers combined by weighted average rule

with m error of the mth member depending on false positives and false 
negatives
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Tracking and classification - 2
 Classifier ensemble - type

 Bayesian and the pattern x is assigned to the class that has the 
maximum posterior probability

 Update their parameters to obtain maximum adaptability and learning 
of the target

with  class of the pattern x



Two projection techniques
 Projection of a 

Gaussian likelihood
approximation

 Projection of a full 
likelihood map
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Projection of a Gaussian approximation

 Projection of maximum likelihood
 The point of maximum found on the confidence map (xg,yg) is 

projected on the ground plane (position)

 Also a bivariate distribution N(x|s,s) for each sensor s (Gaussian 
approximation) of the likelihood map search region is projected 
(variance)
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Projection of a Gaussian approximation (2)

 Advantages
 Analytically represented
 Eases the fusion step
 Reduces the occurrence

of strongly multimodal
likelihood distributions

 Estimate of parameters of the projection
 The covariance s is computed simply as the maximum likelihood sample 

variance with respect to the maximum value point at (xc,yc)
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Projection of a Gaussian approximation (3)
 Fusion via independent likelihood pool

 Given the set of measurements Zs made by s sensors, the posterior 
distribution of the state x is governed by

 and assuming conditional independence of the measurements given the 
state, the likelihood becomes:



Projection of a Gaussian approximation (4)
 The posterior distribution is then given by:
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 Where x indicates the position of the target on the map plane and    is the 
likelihood function produced by each sensor. P(x) is the prior distribution and 
C is a normalizing constant ensuring that the posteriori  integrates to 1 with 
respect to x.



Projection of a Gaussian approximation (5)
 This method provides a quick and eective way to represent the likelihood of 

a target by approximation via a single Gaussian

 Easy solution for effectively fusing heterogeneous sensors for target tracking

 It can be limiting in the sense that multimodal distributions cannot be 
represented

 Likelihood maps produced by tclassfier ensembles are not multimodal in the 
majority of the cases. 

 However, it may be the case that during occlusions or other ambiguous 
conditions  the resulting likelihood could be flat and/or multimodal
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Projection of full likelihood map
 A classifier ensemble produces a likelihood map of the observed target. 
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Projection of full likelihood map (2)
 A pixel-wise projection of the likelihood to the map is performed



Projection of full likelihood map (e)
 Fusion is performed via marginalization on the likelihood maps according to 

the following formula:
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Likelihood maps weight
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Experiments
 2 calibrated and syncronized cameras, several moving objects
 Features: Haar features, LBP, color histograms
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Experiments - 2

Above: confidence of the detectors 
on the two cameras sequences.

Left: Uncertainty of the position 
estimations

Right: Fusion of the trajectories
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Full likelihood projection 
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Average error (in meters) and standard deviation of single sensors and fusion 
approaches.



Three cameras…
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(Non) overlapping observations

overlapping
-> sensor fusion

non-overlapping
-> sensor selection
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 Average error (in meters) and standard deviation of the three cameras 
detectors outputs and of the quality-based fusion result.
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PART II: Summary
We proposed:

 framework that exploits the projection of the likelihood 
produced by on-line trained classifiers used for target 
tracking. This projection effectively allows to incorporate 
detection uncertainties from the different sensors in the 
final fused estimate.

 The method has the benefit of dynamically performing 
sensor fusion or selection depending on available data.



PART III
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Exploiting context 
for heterogeneous multi-

sensor fusion



Sensor Management
Objectives:

Optimization of the fusion process by:

 Task 1 : Development of techniques for optimal sensors (subset of 
sensors) selection

 Task 2 : Optimization schemes from contextual information

 Task 3 : Learning capabilities to adjust optimization schemes according 
to the current situation and historical data

74
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What is context?

 Research interest in many diverse fields (Linguistics, 
Cognitive Psychology, Artificial Intelligence, etc.) 

 Major challenges are generally:
 how to formally define context
 how to represent context
 how to discover and reason about relevant contexts 

for particular applications.



What is context? (2)
 All the information related to the scenario and the situation in 

which the observed entities are can be considered contextual 
information.

 Many definitions in the literature

 For our purposes:

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of entities that are considered relevant to the 

interaction between the operator and the system"
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Why should I care?
 Context is a precious source of

information in every automatic system
for situation awareness.

 Contextual information can play different
roles at different levels, providing
significant cues that can range from
ancillary data to semantically rich goal-
related information.
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Fusion and context
 We will address the problem of defining and 

representing context in a data fusion 
application in order to improve the estimation 
of a target's state

 Context awareness allows the possibility for a 
system to change and adapt to better react to 
unpredictable or potentially harmful events.

 The system should not only adapt to changes 
in the availability of resources, but also to the 
presence of new or updated contextual 
information
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Fusion and context (2)
 This form of adaptation is pertinent to JDL model 

Level 4 optimization schemes and policies to 
continually optimize system performance

 Context may be exploited in data fusion system 
at different levels. Up to now, its most exploited 
use is to participate in inferences on the current 
or future situation . 
 Contextual knowledge provides in fact a 

powerful way to semantically bind sensor 
measurements and real-world observables.
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Fusion and context (3)
 In data fusion problems, multiple measurements of a given observable are

filtered to refine an estimate of it.

 Context provides a description of the surrounding environment, and helps in
handling and reducing the ambiguity/uncertainty of detected measurements
thus being functional in refining filtered estimates of the measurements.
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Formulation
 In real-world monitoring 

applications it often happens 
that a sensor provides a 
sequence of unreliable 
observations due to partial 
occlusion of the target, 
unfavorable weather 
conditions, sun blinding, 
persistent reflections, etc.
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 Checking the measurements against a map of the monitored area is a form
of contextual knowledge inclusion that could, as in the latter example,
provide an insight on the reliability of the sensor in a specific situation.



Context in a Bayesian perspective
 Given a measurement z regarding an object O in a state x at a certain time 

in a context c, we want to estimate the posterior of the target’s position by 
applying the Bayes Theorem

 The prior is the previous known state
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Posterior Normalizing factor

Prior
Likelihood



Multi-sensor case
 Set of sensors {S1,…,SN} that produce a set of measurements Z = {z1,…,zN}
 In a Bayesian framework we want to find the posterior
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Conditional independence 
given the state



Example of «buildings» mask generation
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Fusion of contextual masks
 Different masks can be generated to encode specific detection capabilities of 

a sensor regarding to specific contextual aspect
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Likelihood fusion (2)
 The likelihood masks can be combined by Hadamard product (point-wise 

product)
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Likelihood fusion – one sensor
 The observation likelihood is combined with the fused contextual mask to 

yield the final likelihood
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Experiment – extreme case

 False track

 It can be discarded
considering the
scenario planimetry

 Prevent its creation
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Experiment – noisy observations

 Linear Kalman Filter

 Sharp mask – pruning strategy
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Experiment – noisy observations

 Linear Kalman Filter

 Sharp mask – pruning strategy
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Experiment – smooth mask

 Smooth mask
- discount strategy
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Experiment – smooth mask

 Smooth mask
- discount strategy
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Experiment – comparison
 Error in pixels on both sides for the two strategies
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Sharp mask Smooth mask



Synthetic world scenario
 Reconstruction of the world scenario
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FOV
 Intersection of fields of view of different sensors and the ground 
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FOV (2)
 Intersection of fields of view of different sensors and the ground 
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Top view Details of two sensors



PART III: Summary
 Explored framework for integrating context in a Bayesian formulation of a 

multi-sensor fusion process

 Context has been represented via likelihood masks that can be integrated 
with observation likelihoods for target tracking

 Each mask can model the detection capabilities of a certain sensor regarding 
to a contextual aspect

 Future research: experimental validation in a real scenario, integration of 
more environmental conditions, …
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Conclusions
 Highlighted the research elements of the DAFNE system for situation 

awareness
 Distributedness
 Ability to fuse multiple heterogeneous sensors from multiple platforms
 Adaptability to targets and scenario changes

 Adapatability
 Exploitation of sensor quality for mutisensor fusion
 Exploitation of contextual information for multisensor fusion

 DAFNE system developed for the urban warfare domain. Its modular and 
adaptive architecture could be easily applied to the maritime domain which 
shares  many characteristics (vast areas to be monitored, many platforms 
and sensors, lots of targets and false alarms, etc.)
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Thank you!
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